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TheGigRig Remote Loopy2
TheGigRig Remote Loopy 2 allows you to switch effects pedals silently in and out of your amplifiers
effects loop.
The Remote Loopy 2 is controlled by an external foot switch. No guitar signals pass through the long
control cable to the foot switch so your tone is preserved and your pedals are out of the way and
close to your amp.
It is the ultimate performing silent dual effects loop remote Switching system.
Features:






Silent Switching (electronically controlled).
Instantly compatible with all GigRig Products.
True Bypass, select to send your guitar signal direct to your amp.
Drops to True bypass if power is lost.
Bypassed pedal muting on both loops.

Remote Input
The Remote loopy2 is usually controlled by the GigRig Remote Loopy 2 Foot Switch; however, the
remote input is a simple stereo Jack input and can be split into two single Jack leads which go to the
Remote SW output/s on any GigRig or any other remote foot switch. The Foot switch on the GigRig
patches can then control the loopy2, ideal for automatically switching effects in your amp loop
system. The GigRig Foot Switch simply causes a latched connection between the stereo jack tip to
shield or Ring to shield of the plug.
Note:
The light on the Foot Switch will show the status of the lights on the Loopy 2.
The foot switch can be used without applying power; however, this will obviously cause the indicator
lights not to light.
The blue light on the Remote Loopy 2 shows that power is connected as is similar for the Foot
Switch.
The optional EXT output sends out a plus to clear other GigRig Foot switch systems.

Technical Specification:
Bypass mode: True Bypass, Direct connection from guitar to amplifier.
Effects Bypass: True Bypass, Direct connection between send and return. Pedals are muted when
bypassed.
Bandwidth/etc:
Studio Quality Bandwidth and silent switching.
Flat frequency response. DC to daylight!
Power:
External power supply minimum 200mA regulated. Thermal and short circuit protected (see the
GigRig Generator). Current Consumption: All outputs on, all LED’s on = approximately 100mA.
Physical size:
Dimensions: 125mm X 70mm X 41mm. including height of Switches.
Please note: All values are approximations. No responsibility will be taken for errors or omissions in the above
specification. This specification is subject to change without notice. Please consult www.thegigrig.com for
amendments.

Do not use TheGigRig loopy2 in wet conditions. If TheGigRig Loopy2 accidentally gets wet, it should
be left in a warm dry place for 24 hours before it is used or stored. (Remove the base to aid drying.)
Legal Stuff:
GigRig products are protected by copyright, moral rights, patent and design registration.
GigRig Patent Granted GB2405987
GigRig USA Patent Pending US10/937,997
GigRig Design Registration # 3014412
‘GigRig’ is a stylised trademark. No 2343300
Any company/individual found copying the functionality, look, feel, circuits or functions for commercial gain will be liable
for legal action. Licences may be granted to non-competing companies.
The Loopy2 is totally lead free and complies fully with the RoHs Standard.
Compliant to BS EN 60950-1:2002 Safety standards

This product should not be disposed of in household waste!
www.thegigrig.com

